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RealPage, Inc., a leading global provider of software and data analytics to the real estate industry, announced today the launch of a new prepaid Mastercard® debit card solution designed to modernize ...

RealPage Announces New Prepaid Debit Card Solution
expert solution to help the company digitize its management financial statements so it can achieve higher data accuracy and ensure reports are delivered in a timely manner. Novogene is a leading ...

Novogene selects CCH® Tagetik expert CPM solution from Wolters Kluwer to help digitize their management financial statements
What to consider and questions to ask to become a favorable acquisition target for special purpose acquisition company (SPACs).

How To Be a Favorable SPAC Acquisition: Five Key Areas of Consideration
Trintech Announces Robust Transaction Matching Feature in a Solution Built and Priced Specifically for Mid-Market Businesses. DALLAS, TX / ACCESSWIRE / July 13, 2021 / Trintech, a ...

Mid-Market Organizations Gain Robust Multi-Way Matching Capabilities with Adra(R) by Trintech
Not only did it become riddled with financial corruption, it evolved into a structure ... In the absence of any horizon for the moribund two-state solution, the PA has lost much of its political ...

How the Palestinian Authority manages dissent
As much as the Covid-19 pandemic has brought out the best in people wanting to assist others, it has also brought to the fore opportunities for others to commit crime.

Combating financial crime – Covid-19’s financial fallout
BlackLine helps businesses streamline the financial close ... because their traditional manual accounting processes are not sustainable. BlackLine's cloud-based solutions and market-leading ...

Accounting Automation Solutions By BlackLine Complement New Rise With SAP® Offering
Zebra Technologies (NASDAQ: ZBRA), an innovator at the front line of business with solutions and partners that deliver a performance edge, today annou ...

Zebra Technologies to Acquire Fetch Robotics
Hackers are increasingly scrutinizing the entire class of tools that administrators use to remotely manage IT systems, seeing in them potential skeleton keys that can give them the run of a victim's ...

Beyond Kaseya: Everyday IT Tools Can Offer ‘God Mode’ for Hackers
The Hackett Group, Inc. (NASDAQ: HCKT) today announced the winners of its 2021 Digital Awards, which spotlight companies that are on the cutting edge of ...

The Hackett Group Announces 2021 Digital Award Winners
Disclaimer | Accessibility Statement | Commerce Policy | Made ... a leading provider of cash automation technology solutions for financial and retail businesses, is pleased to announce the hiring ...

ARCA hires Malorie Holloway as Solutions Consultant
Allvue Systems (“Allvue”), a leading alternative investment technology solutions provider, today announced an agreement with LOSANGE FINANCE (“LOSANGE ...

Allvue Systems Selected by LOSANGE FINANCE to Provide Comprehensive Back Office Managed Services
As part of the agreement, IDVerifact will integrate Fintainium's robust suite of payment and workflow automation solutions. Fintainium also joins Prodigy's FinConecta Alliance Open Banking Platform, ...

Prodigy's IDVerifact and Fintainium partner to strengthen open banking with digital payment verification solutions
Galvanize, a Diligent brand and the global leader in SaaS governance, risk, and compliance (GRC) software, today announced that Protiviti, a global consulting firm, has chosen Galvanize’s AI-powered ...

Protiviti Teams with Galvanize to Implement HighBond for Next-Generation Internal Audit, Risk,
Garry Capers, president of Cloud Solutions for Deluxe, said in a prepared statement: “Through the integration of Deluxe small business solutions, we have eliminated the need for manual importing ...

Deluxe Pairs With Microsoft To Provide SMB Management Tools
WNS’ engagement with Aviva to deliver actuarial process transformation won the award in the “Global” and “Insurance” categories. WNS created a centralized platform to bring Aviva’s highly complex ...

WNS Wins Two 2021 ISG Digital Case Study Awards for Digital Transformation
"Technology plays a critical role in advancing growth and streamlining manual processes ... Allvue's Fund Accounting solution integrates detailed financial statement reporting, a multi-currency ...

Allvue Systems Selected by LOSANGE FINANCE to Provide Comprehensive Back Office Managed Services
In addition, WNS’ automation deployment in mortgage processing with a leading UK-based financial ... pronged automation solution for closing mortgage accounts with zero manual intervention.
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